Mobile Cloud Computing is a technology that influences integrated resources of varied clouds and network technologies toward limitless mobility, functionality and storage. It serves a mass of mobile devices anywhere, anytime through different channels, being either Ethernet or Internet regardless of diverse environments and platforms; it also means to provide mobile users with data storage and processing power on a cloud computing platform. Still there are some problems integrating both Cloud Computing and Mobile Computing as Cloud Computing is not initially designed to be consumed from mobile devices with its limited resources; however the mobile devices could interact with cloud services containing drawbacks such as resources limitation, bandwidth, and unstable connection.
INTRODUCTION
According to a new study from ABI Research [3] has revealed that Cloud computing will completely transform future of mobile applications development, and their use. Cloud Computing will dramatically reduce the requirement of advanced handsets for running mobile applications, according to the study. According to the latest study from Juniper Research, the market for cloud-based mobile applications will grow 88% from 2009 to 2014. The market was just over $400 million this past year, says Juniper, but by 2014 it will reach $9.5 billion.
Currently the number of mobile devices is 4 Billion 1.08 Billion devices are smart phones with internet enabled expecting to reach 5.8 Billion by 2013 however there exists only 1.1 Billion PC willing to grow up to 2 Billion by 2015. Given the fact that the mobile devices have limited resources including memory, storage and processing; their internet consumption mainly depend on web services. Today the most popular websites such as Google, YouTube, Facebook and Twitter are exposed as web services to be consumed through mobile devices with different manufactures such as Apple, Samsung, HTC, Nokia and BlackBerry are using large number of operating systems for example IOS, Android, Symbian, QNX OS and Windows phone.
Web services are Web-based applications composed of business functions accessed through the Internet. From a technical perspective, Web services are a standardized way of integrating Web-based applications using open standards including XML, the simple object access protocol known as SOAP, the Web Services Description Language WSDL [5] , and the universal description, discovery, and integration specification. XML structures the message, SOAP transfers the message, WSDL describes the available services, and UDDI lists them. XML describes both the nature of each selfcontained function and the data that flows to and from it.
Considering mobile devices' tenuous capabilities, Web services are one of the best ways to enable lightweight mobile devices to share the computing capability of workstations [1] . Though, a direct integration of mobile computing and web services imposes performance limitations because of XML's verbose nature and physical limitations of mobile computing.
Even a half a decade ago, there are a few users who access remote information from their mobile device. The information access from mobile devices, however, has become easier than ever recently with the help from advanced mobile devices and availability of internet phone networks. There are many projects that try to adopt mobile devices with data connections as major elements in Web Services.
However, the verbose nature of current XML based SOAP approach shows performance limitations in integrating mobile computing applications and conventional Web Services directly. SOAP achieves ubiquity by using highly universal XML as a form of data exchanging between distributed computing resources. Though, XML based SOAP possesses three major characteristics that may affect SOAP performance. First, the in-memory data model must be converted to textual format to build a SOAP message object and to extract information from it. Secondly, because of inevitable mobile computing characteristics -high latency, narrow bandwidth, limited computation, and small memory space, SOAP message processing consumes valuable resources. Finally, Mobile networks have limited bandwidth and are often billed based on the amount of data transferred which is usually not a problem on the powerful wired networks.
In this paper, we introduce a cloud based architecture designed to overcome some of mobile cloud computing problems including bandwidth, mobile limited resources, loss of connection and mobile devices multiple operating systems through adapting the cloud services to commensurate with mobile devices..
Background and Related Work
There are several notable researches from industry and academia that try to overcome performance limitations of current Web Services approach. The report of the W3C Workshop [4] All previous remarkable efforts tried to modify the XML based SOAP. There is another approach called RESTful web service that needs to be investigated as traditional SOAP web services are memory and processor intensive, which does not naturally lend itself to the limited memory and processing of smart mobile device environment. on the other hand RESTful web services lend themselves perfectly to smart mobile device environments as they are easy to invoke, produce a discretely formatted response and can usually be easily parsed using event-driven XML parsing which is less memory intensive than tree based parsing.
Cloud Computing
Cloud computing [8] is the delivery of computing services over the Internet. Cloud services allow individuals and businesses to use software and hardware that are managed by third parties at remote locations. Examples of cloud services include online file storage, social networking sites, webmail, and online business applications. The cloud computing model allows access to information and computer resources from anywhere that a network connection is available. Cloud computing provides a shared pool of resources, including data storage space, networks, computer processing power, and specialized corporate and user applications.
The main characteristics of cloud computing include ondemand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity and measured service. On demand self-service means that customers (usually organizations) can request and manage their own computing resources. Broad network access allows services to be offered over the Internet or private networks. Pooled resources means that customers draw from a pool of computing resources, usually in remote data centres. Services can be scaled larger or smaller; and use of a service is measured and customers are billed accordingly.
The cloud computing service models are Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). In Software as a Service model, a pre-made application, along with any required software, operating system, hardware, and network are provided. In PaaS, an operating system, hardware, and network are provided, and the customer installs or develops its own software and applications. The IaaS model provides just the hardware and network; the customer installs or develops its own operating systems, software and applications.
Cloud Computing offers advantages by allowing users to use infrastructure, platforms, and software (e.g., application programs) provided by cloud providers like Google, Amazon, Microsoft and Salesforce at low cost. In addition Cloud Computing enables users to elastically utilize resources in an on-demand fashion. As a result, mobile applications can be rapidly provisioned and released with the minimal management efforts or service provider's interactions [8] .
With the explosion of mobile applications and the support of Cloud Computing for a variety of services for mobile users, Mobile Cloud Computing is introduced as an integration of cloud computing into the mobile environment. Mobile cloud computing brings new types of services and facilities for mobile users to take full advantages of cloud computing.
Mobile Computing
Mobile devices allow users to run powerful applications that take advantage of the growing availability of built-in sensing and better data exchange capabilities of mobile devices. As a result, mobile applications seamlessly integrate with realtime data streams and Web 2.0 applications, such as mashups, open collaboration, social networking and mobile commerce [1] , [2] . The mobile execution platform is being used for more and more tasks, e.g., for playing games; capturing, editing, annotating and uploading video; handling finances; managing personal health, micro payments, ticket purchase, interacting with ubiquitous computing infrastructures. Even mobile device hardware and mobile networks continue to evolve and to improve, mobile devices will always be resource-poor, less secure, with unstable connectivity, and with less energy since they are powered by battery. Resource poverty is major obstacle for many applications [3] . Therefore, computation on mobile devices will always involve a compromise.
Web Services
The Web Services architecture [9] has been based on a number of open and freely available internet standards such as XML, SOAP and WSDL. Its main purpose is to provide a basic architecture for interoperability between applications.
The Web Services architecture consists of several components. One of them is an interface description language that defines the methods and bindings of the Web Service, which constitute the API of the Web Service. An XML-based interface description language, called the Web Service Description Language (WSDL), is used for this purpose.
To invoke a Web Service, the request and response are sent using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). The transmitted parameter names, values and possible error conditions are encoded through XML. HTTP is often used as an underlying transport protocol, but other protocols can also be employed. The discovery of the service and its interface description can be achieved by querying the UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and Integration) registry. A response from the UDDI contains the description of a service and a URL pointing to its WSDL file.
In the current Web Services architecture there exist a small number of well-known global UDDIs that maintain information about available Web Services and replicate data among themselves. Since the code for a UDDI registry is freely available, it is possible to deploy UDDI registries locally in order to reduce internet traffic. This is especially interesting for services that are to be hidden from anyone outside the local domain.
Representational State Transfer (REST) was originally introduced as an architectural style for building large-scale distributed hypermedia systems. This architectural style is a rather abstract entity, whose principals have been used to explain the excellent scalability of the HTTP 1.0 protocol and have also constrained the design of its following version, HTTP 1.1. Thus, the term REST very often is used in conjunction with HTTP.
RESTful Web services are perceived to be simple because REST leverages existing well-known W3C/IETF standards (HTTP, XML, URI, and MIME) and the necessary infrastructure has already become pervasive. HTTP clients and servers are available for all major programming languages and operating system/hardware platforms, and the default
Mobile Applications
Mobile Application is a type of application software designed to run on a mobile device such as a smartphone or tablet computer. Mobile applications frequently serve to provide users with similar services to those they access on their PCs. There are three types of mobile applications:
1. Native Application: An application specifically designed to run on a device's operating system and machine firmware; it typically needs to be adapted and adjusted for different devices.
2. Web Application: An application in which all or some parts of the software are downloaded from the Web each time it is run; it can usually be accessed from all web-capable mobile devices.
3. Hybrid Application: Hybrid Application combines mobile web development with native development; it enables the use of HTML, CSS (Cascading Style Sheets) and JavaScript in a mobile application and it also extends native device capability into the mobile web browser. 
Proposed System Architecture
This section presents system architecture of mobile cloud computing platform that is designed to provide enhanced communication between the cloud and mobile devices. First the overview system architecture is introduced, and then both of the bridge server and mobile client designs will be discussed.
Architecture Overview
The main goal of the mobile cloud computing architecture is to provide a proxy for mobile clients connecting to cloud services. Figure 1 shows an overview of the mobile cloud computing and its main features. The architecture consists of three parts, the mobile clients, the bridge server and the cloud services. Since cloud services are usually controlled by service providers, the bridge server performs all the necessary adaptation to the mobile clients.
Figure 1: Proposed architecture overview
Some services require real-time updates, for example, RSS, Facebook, and Twitter service. The bridge server also pushes updates of service results to mobile clients via HTTP or email immediately after it receives the updates.
The main function of the bridge server is to consume raw could services whether they are SOAP or RESTful and deliver it to mobile clients; it also provides a JSON based RESTful Services which will be consumed through the mobile clients. Figure 2 shows how Bridge Server interacts with mobile clients; when a mobile client sends a request to the Bridge Server, the following phases are executed:
1. The mobile client sends a HTTP GET request to the Bridge Server.
2. The Bridge Server calls the cloud servers and generates the results.
3. The Bridge Server converts and optimizes the results and sends the optimized results back to the mobile client.
The bridge server is the main component in the architecture as it is responsible for all the business logic and adaptation phases that are based on web services as communication objects.
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Figure 2: Consuming cloud services through mobile clients
Bridge Server Architecture
The bridge server architecture as shown in figure 3 has a RESTful service repository which is responsible for handling the mobile clients' requests through receiving those requests then processes it by passing it to the service handler and finally sends the result back to the mobile client. The service handler has two main components: the service executer and optimizer; the service executer creates a web requests and dispatch them to be executed at the cloud services; the executer receives the raw results and deliver them back to the handler which sends them to be processed and optimized at the result optimizer. The bridge server mainly performs the following processes: 2. Result Optimization: the raw service is formatted in a structure that may be not suitable for the mobile clients; the bridge server Optimizer receives the raw results and extracts the result core converting it into JSON format. For example, the user may only need 5 instead of 10 news stories. Second, the original data format may also not be efficient for mobile clients. The result optimizer first extracts the required part of data from the raw response, and then makes a copy of the extracted result in various formats, for example, mobile HTML for mobile browsers and JSON for native mobile applications. The bridge server also caches these copies of result in the service repository.
3. Client Subscription: the Bridge Server also allows results caching; after optimizing the results the Bridge Server saves a local copy from it to be pushed back to the client in case of connection error or client's starting up.
After the result processing at the Optimizer, it is returned to the Service Repository to be cashed at the system storage to be used when needed and the service calling is recorded in the database then the result is sent back to the mobile client for user usage.
Like most bridge server, scalability is always a major concern; the approach is to take advantage of the cloud platforms to host the bridge server. Microsoft Azure is the cloud platform examined in this research. It has a very complex service model and performance characteristics.
Mobile Client Design
The proposed mobile client architecture is a hybrid solution which according to the comparative study provide in section 2.4 combines both native and embedded browser application. Figure 4 is the overview of the client architecture. It follows a basic Model View Controller pattern. The User Interface is designed within the embedded browser using HTML, CSS and JavaScript. When the UI components need service data, they invoke the custom JavaScript libraries to pull the data from local cache. If the local cache does not contain a recent copy of inquired data, the RESTful client interacts with the middleware to get the data. The data are then passed to the data module and stored in the local file system. Note that the data passed to the embedded browser is in JSON format which can be easily parsed by JavaScript.
Figure 4: Mobile client architecture
The separation of UI components and the client makes the architecture platform independent. To change the application to a pure native application, the embedded browser UI can be replaced by native UI and the client can be reused. The
RESTful client can also implement push technology. Push technology enables a server to push content to the clients, in order to optimize the data traffic, energy and bandwidth used.
Proposed System Implementation
This section covers the implementation of the system architecture for mobile cloud computing platform described in the system architecture section; In order to gain better understanding to the architecture a prototype for both bridge server and mobile client was implemented.
Bridge Server Implementation
The Bridge Server is implemented based on Microsoft Azure Cloud (see Figure 5 ) to be able to use the features of scalability and interoperability which are required by the platform architecture to support various mobile platforms. The Mobile Client is developed via Phone Gap; it is an open source framework for building cross platform mobile applications using HTML5, Javascript and CSS, the main purpose of using this framework is to solve the problem of building a separate application for each device such as iPhone, Android, Windows Mobiles and more.
Figure 5: Bridge server implementation
The Bridge Server architecture is implemented as Microsoft .Net web application hosted on Microsoft Azure cloud. The application mainly exposes Repository Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) RESTful service layer to be consumed via mobile clients as RESTful service is more suitable to the mobile usage; the Repository Service layer mainly depend on exchanging JSON data through RESTful services with the mobile clients in order to maintain processing efficiency with minimum amount of exchanged data.
When the Service Repository receives a mobile client request, it passes the request to Executor module which sends HTTP Web Requests for external cloud services using .Net WebClient library for initiating the requests and receiving results; then the results is delivered to the Service Optimizer module which uses JSON.Net library for converting SOAP XML results to small sized JSON objects to be used at the mobile client after cashing the results at the database storage via the Service Repository.
Mobile Client Implementation
The mobile client is developed via PhoneGap framework which is open source mobile development framework which builds applications for mobile devices using JavaScript, HTML5 and CSS3, instead of lower-level languages such as Objective-C, C/C++ or C#. The resulting applications are hybrid based, meaning that produced applications are neither fully native applications nor purely web based applications; the output application is developed once and through a quick conversion process, it could be deployed at multiple mobile platforms such as Android, BlackBerry OS and Windows Phone OS.
Figure 6: Mobile client implementation
The mobile client as shown in figure 6 sends web requests which access the Bridge Server exposed WCF REST services through GET / POST / PUT / DELETE verbs. Those web requests are sent using JQuery library by calling Ajax method which performs an asynchronous HTTP Ajax request. The optimized JSON formatted results will be displayed at the web view of the mobile client.
System Evaluation
This section summarizes the performance benchmark results of the prototype implementation of Mobile Cloud Computing Platform architecture. In order to obtain the benchmark two experiments have been developed.
Experiment 1: Bridge Server Evaluation
The main goal of this experiment is to evaluate the Bridge Server and its ability for interaction with both SOAP and REST services. eBay API provides both types of the web service in both XML and JSON formats; "Find Products" is used for the test; it searches for stock product information, such as information about a particular kind of mobile or camera. Also, retrieves up to 200 eBay listings associated with a product. However there is a time delay in the processes related to the bridge server compared with the direct consumption but also a reduction in the response size as the optimization also increases the execution time. SOAP services have a higher response time than RESTful services. JSON has lower response time than XML as XML has more size than the JSON.
Experiment 2: Mobile Client Evaluation
In order to evaluate the mobile client the experiment will be tested at both windows phone (Windows Phone 7 version) and android (4.0 Ice Cream Sandwich version) mobile clients generated by PhoneGap. Each mobile client sends 10 HTTP/GET to the Bridge Server Restful service which returns both JSON and XML responses with fixed size 14 KB calculating the mean and standard deviation values for response time between sending the request till results UI displaying. 
Conclusion
In this paper an enhanced mobile cloud computing platform is introduced describing the interaction problems between cloud and mobile devices which are the motive for exploring this space. The main purpose for providing this platform is to adopt could services to be consumed via mobile devices.
The prototype implementation for the platform demonstrated the advantages and disadvantages of the platform architecture through the evaluation of all the options provided by the platform prototype. The evaluation also showed that the server ability to communicate with other cloud services besides exposing the service layer for the mobile clients. Mobile clients are able to consume both XML and JSON result formats, demonstrating that the JSON is suitable for mobile consumption more than XML.
Future work in this area has to include more wide scale development for the prototype. Also automatic user service definition option should be developed to allow the user to interact with other cloud services which are not pre-defined by the platform.
